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Just last year, the Isle of Wight hosted 
its first ever Pride event. But, as we 
dance on the sand to This Is Me, you’d 
never know it. The sun is shining, and 
the crowd – locals and “mainlanders” 
– are loving it. Hell, we could be in LA, 
not a quaint, little island just across 
the Solent!

I visited the Isle of Wight as a 
child and had thought of it as a bit 
behind the times – somewhere for 
buying sticks of rock and enjoying 
a sleepy weekend. To be honest, I 
wasn’t sure what to expect. But as my 
girlfriend and I watch the parade pass 
down Ryde’s Union Street towards 
the Esplanade and beach, I begin to 
realise how wrong I was.

The route is lined with families 
– children excited to catch their first 
glimpse of the parade, and parents 
proudly explaining to them why it’s 
important. I’ve never seen such a 
wide range of ages at a Pride event, 
and it’s heart-warming. Because it is 
such a small island, the atmosphere 
is friendly, and locals have come to 
cheer and share the experience. And 
as the parade flows down the hill, I 
can’t help feeling emotional. There’s 
little branding, big corporations or 
sponsorship in sight – the people 
marching are real people.

We spot teachers proudly waving 
at students, a Samba band leading 
rainbow-emblazoned Morris dancers, 

people carrying an “L with the T” 
banner, local NHS workers, prison of-
ficers, Mermaids volunteers, and even 
the local branch of the Scouts. And 
as people march by, they run over to 
hug relatives and friends. An elderly 
lady behind us proudly screams “It’s 
my Jamie”, running to kiss a dancer 
wearing a feathered butterfly head-
dress. The theme is #IOWnMyDestiny 
and it feels like the whole island has 
embraced this. It’s beautiful.

When the parade ends, we fol-
low down towards the beach, where 
the main event takes place. (The 
only Pride in the UK on a beach!) Set 
around the harbour, lake and sands, 
it has a festival vibe, but isn’t too busy 

and feels like more than just a big 
party. We explore and find a com-
munity stage, cabaret tent, dance area 
and the main stage. But beyond the 
music, it’s obvious that inclusivity 
is at the forefront. There’s a sensory 
overload area, young people’s zone, 
trans comfort area, and (if like me 
you’re not great with crowds) a chill-
out wellness area. We unwind here 
for a while, colouring in a rainbow 
mandala that will form part of a 
community arts project at the island’s 
botanical gardens.

We head for the main stage, but 
first can’t resist popping into the 
Women’s Institute tea tent. Com-
plete with bunting, vintage music 

and all the cake you could want (the 
vegan lemon drizzle is amazing), 
it’s lovely to see an accepting space 
for older people too. We listen for a 
while as LGBT Poet Laureate Trudy 
Howson speaks about representa-
tion and coming out. Then, we finish 
our Pride at the main stage. Dressed 

with recycled bottle chandeliers, 
mermaids, shells and more, the stage 
hosts local choirs, “Dolly Parton”, 
Drag Race’s Charlie Hides, Conchita 
and Gok Wan, to name a few. The 
beach is alive with rainbows, and 
the atmosphere is amazing. You’d 
really never believe this was only the 
second Pride here.

As the sun sets over the sea, we 
sit sipping the aptly named Mermaid 
Gin, produced on the island. And as 
the music plays in the distance, we 
plan our next trip back to the island, 
while wandering along the quiet 
costal path to our hotel in Seaview.

For more information see iwpride.org

Ellen travelled 
with Wightlink 
Ferries (from 
£55.25 return), 
wightlink.co.uk, 
and stayed at 
The Seaview 
Hotel, 
seaviewhotel.co.uk

 It feels like the 
whole island has 
embraced Pride’s 
message”
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